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law to which they are subject. All the relevant cases, except
Pugh v. Pugk, have been concerned with prohibited marriages,
and in the present account they have been discussed on the
basis of capacity. Footg, was of opinion that 'the only logical
incapacities which exist in English law are those occasioned
by infancy and insanity V and he expressed the view, shared
by the Court of Appeal,2 that it is a misuse of language to
regard the universal prohibition of an act as the imposition
of an incapacity. He illustrated his view as follows:
'Where a deprivation or a prohibition is general in its effect, it im-
poses no incapacity upon any one. It does, however, occasionally happen
that a prohibition, which is in reality universal, is apparently particular\
and that a man is prohibited from a complex act which seems at first
sight to be one permissible to others. For example, A (before the Act
of 1907) wished to marry B> his deceased wife's sister, but the English
law prohibited him from doing so. Inasmuch as Cy D, E^ &c., might
marry B, if they and she liked, A may be said, in a certain loose sense of
the term, to have been incapacitated by English law from that act.
Strictly speaking, this is incorrect. Marriage with a deceased wife's
sister, the act in A's mind^ was universally prohibited by English law,
and neither^ nor anybody else might do it. It is true that any other man
not similarly related to her might marry By but if any other man married
her, he would not be doing that prohibited act which A desired to do.
jfs capacity, therefore, was not in any way affected by the prohibition.^
If this view is correct, as it appears to be,4 the so-called relative
incapacities affect the legality or the essential validity of a
marriage, and it was on this footing that the House of Lords
decided Brook v. Brook. In that case Lord Campbell expressly
said that his opinion did 'not rest on the notion of any personal
incapacity to contract such a marriage', but 'on the ground
of the marriage being prohibited in England as contrary to
God's law';5 and in none of the speeches does the word
'capacity' once occur. Indeed, even if Foote's analysis is un-
sound, it seems obvious that capacity can only be classified
as going to the essence of the marriage contract. In any event,
therefore, the law that governs the essential validity of a
marriage must also govern inter alia the question whether a
marriage between X and Y is permissible, for it can scarcely
1	Private International Law (5th ed,), p. 383.
2	Qgden v. Qgden* [1908] P. 46, at p. 74.
3	Private International Law * p. 100.
4	But see contra^ 46 L.Q.R. 305, note zoo*
9 H.L.C. 193, 214.

